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SEMANTICS OF INTERFERENCE CONTROL* 
R.D. TENNENT 
Department ofComputing and Inform&on Science, Queen’s Unicersity, Kingston, Canada 
Abstract. An approach to syntactic control of interference 
shown to be sound using a denotational semantic model. 
desk bed by Reynolds (1978, is 
1. Introduction 
Two program phrases ittterfere if executing (or evaluating or calling) one affects 
the outcome of the other. For example, it is evident that the statements ‘&x := a” 
and “~v~~?u(s)“ interfere. But interference may be less obvious; for example. in a 
language with reference or name parameters, the statements “y := a ” and “write (X )” 
interfere if identifiers “x” and “y” are aliases (denote the same storage location). 
Interference is even less evident if a procedure can update a non-local variable, 
for then tht: procedure name may be a ‘higher-order’ alias for that variable. Hoare 
[8], Brinch Hansen [l], Wirth [19], Reynolds [12] and tithers have argued that 
programming languages should be designed to allow programmers and compilers 
to determine easily that two program phrases are non-interfering. The motivations 
for syntactic control of interference include implementation flexibility [7], deter- 
minacy of concurrent execution [I], and easier reasoning to establish program 
correctness using axiomatic methods [ 131. 
Reynolds [ 121 proposed thrt:e design principles to permit easy detection of 
non-interference. The first principle is that there should be no ‘anonymous’ channsis 
of interference; then the problem of establishing the non-interference of two phrases 
is reduced to that of showing non-interference of their free identifiers. The seccjnd 
principle is that there should be no aliasing (including higher-order aliasing); t?ren 
if two sets of identifiers are disjoint, they dre guaranteed ilot to interfere. The third 
principle relaxes the disjointness criterion to take account of identifiers that oniy 
occur ‘passively’ (e.g., are evaluated but not updated) in a phrase, and so cannot 
CHUW interference. in summary, two phrases PI and P2 are non-interfering (PI # PA 
when no active free identifier of one is a free identifier of the other. To achieve 
the no-aliasing requirement, Reynolds proposed the following basic syntactic con- 
straint: the procedure and parameter parts of every procedure call must be non- 
interfering. Derived constraints also apply to language constructs that have ‘implicit’ 
procedure calls, such as local definitions and recursion. 
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In this paper we use a denotational semantic model to verify the soundness of 
this approach to syntactic interference control. It is assumed that the reader is 
familiar with the concepts of denotational semantics [ 17,4, 161. A ‘standard’ 
denotational semantic definition of Reynold’s language is presented in Section 2. 
However, this description is too abstract to allow formulation of the necessary 
properties. A less abstract (but still denotational) semantic model is presented in 
Section 3 and shown to be congruent (Le., equivalent in effect) to the standard 
semantics. In Section 4, predicates are defined to test for ‘non-reachability’ of 
locations and the non-standard model is used to prove that the language has certain 
properties. Then, in Section 5, the three principles &ted in [ 121 are formalized 
and verified relative to the semantic model. 
The abstract syntax of the language to be considered is given in Table 1. It is 
essentially the ‘core’ language in [12], but for simplicity (and to avoid the syntactic 
Table 1. 
Abstract syntax. 
IEIde identifiers 
P E Phrase phrases 
P::=AI.Pjnew I.P. 
I P(P) 
II 
InoactionIP:=P[P;PlwhilcPdoP 
1 if P then P else P 
IO * *;I:P;*-)IP.I 
I Y(P) 
problems discussed by Reynolds) all type (and scope) constraints have been omitted 
from the syntax. A minor difference between the languages is that the variable 
dcclaratian block new I in P has been replaced by an additional abstract (i.e.. 
lambda expression’) new 1.P which provides the call-by-value form of parameter. 
The combination (new I.P,)(Pz) then gives the effect of declaring I to denote a 
new variable in P1 with the initial value obtained by evaluating Pz. Procedures 
expressed by the h 1.P for-r-11 of abstract use call-by-name. 
2. The standard semantics 
A ‘standard’ Scott-Strachey semantic description of the language of Tab’2 I is 
given in Table 2. The notation used is summarized in Appendix A. Domains here 
are complete partial orders with least element I. The domain of locations, L, is 
assumed to be an infinite flat domain. The domain of storable values, R, is also 
flat and contains the truth values, but is otherwise unspecified. Denotable values 
are functions of stores in order to model the call-by-name parameter mechanism. 
Table 2. 
Standard semantics. 
Domahs 
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r e T = {true, false) truth values 
IEL locations 
~ER=T+... storable values 
qcP=D+D procedures 
ceCv=U collection values 
I( E U = Me-, [ D + {undefined}] environments 
s E S = L+ [R + (unused)] stores 
deD=S+A denotable values 
eeE=L+R+P+Cv expressible values 
aEA=E+S+{error} answers 
Auxiliary fttnctims 
deref:D-,S+A 
deref(dh)=(a?L+s(a),a) wherea =d(s) 
arid : U 
arid1 II= rotdefined 
fix :[D+D]-,D 
fix(~)=lu~~‘~~~~i=O,1.2,...} 
\‘aluation function 
9:Phrase-,U-+S-,A 
9[A I.P& = p where ptd) = 9~P~(u[I := d]) 
d[new I.Pjus = p 
wherep(d)(s’l=(ai?R& az?S)+az[l:= u~zusedj,error 
where a2 = qPj(u[I := hs.l]f(s'[l := a 11, 
where 1 is any location such that s’(l) = rrnusvd and a, = deref(d~(s’) 
4~(11:PI;...;I,:P,)Dus=ari~[It:=~pllP~~u]...[In:=~~P,~w] 
ZqIjus = uffI~?D+zr~Ij~s). error 
3UP1(Pz)jus = a ? P+a(dNs 1, efror 
where a = ~[PJus and d = d[IP& 
.iP[noactionjus = s 
3q Pi := P&S 
=(al?L&a~?R)+sfaI:=az].error 
where aI = dUPlljrts and a2 = deref(B[P$ J(S) 
#UP, ; P&s = ca,?S& a,,?S)-,a,, error 
where az = PUP&4 I a 1 1 S) 
where cr l = b[!‘ljjus 
J’(jwhile PI do P&c = fix (g 1 
where g(d)(s) = a1 +ca~?S-+d(u~t, error), s 
where a I= derefr9)UPIlu )(s) and a2 = p[PJus 
9[if PO then PI else P&s = a + J’)fPI~us, 3’[P1jus 
where a = derepft.9[Poju I(s) 
9p.Intts = (a ?Cv & a[IpD)+aUIjw. error 
where a = PUPjfts 
:TUY(P)jus = u ?P+_Txln Ns), error 
where a = g[PIjtts 
- 
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3. A non-standard semantic model 
The semantic description of Section 2 is quite satisfactory as an ‘abstract‘ 
specification of the language under consideration. However, it is not suitable for 
reasoning about interference control because of the need to establish properties 
of the environments for procedure bodies and actual parameters. In the standard 
semantics these become inaccessible when the mathematical functions that model 
procedures and call-by-name parameters are defined. 
One approach that can be used [2] is to adopt a form of operational semantics 
in which such functions are represented by ‘closures’, finitary data structures with 
components representing environments. However, it is then invalid to use structural 
induction over the language to prove properties of such valuations, because they 
are not defined structurally. Furthermore, it is quite complex to verify that an 
operational semantics is congruent with a denotational semantics; separate induc- 
tions must be used to prove that each approximates the other [16, lo]. 
To establish similar properties of more powerful languages, Mihle [ 10,9] has 
used a ‘non-standard’ form of denotational semantics he termed store semantics. 
Here, we can take advantage of the ALGOL 60-like nature of the language discussed 
by Reynolds and use a simpler form of non-standard enotational semantics. A 
procedure is modelled by a (code, environment) pair, where the code component 
is a function of environments as well as the usual argument. Then the ‘abstract’ 
procedure represented by such a pair may be obtained by applying the code 
component to the environment component. 
Formally, we re-define the domain of procedures as follows: 
PEP-QxU procedures, 
(1 E Q = U + D + D procedure code, 
and define a de-representation function apyl~~ : P+ D-, D as 
t bun ks. 
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The non-standard semantics is specified in Table 3. Domains and functions not 
defined explicitly are as in Table 2. An auxiliary valuation function Y’ is used to 
abbreviate the semantic description of phrases whose ‘answer’ can depend on the 
store. Function rend is used to obtain ‘minimal’ environments in the representations 
of procedures and thunks to simplify the definitions of the predicates to be used 
in subsequent sections. 
Proposition 1. For all P and u, ~(P~(rend[P~u) = pl[pIlu. 
This semantic description is less abstract han the standard semantics, but it is 
still structurally-defined: the meaning of every syntactic construct is expressed in 
terms of the meanings of its immediate syntactic onstituents and its free identifiers. 
As a result, it is quite straightforward to verify the congruence of the two descriptions 
using the binary predicates defined in Table 4. The acute accents (‘) indicate values 
and domains from the standard semantics of Table 2; grave accents (‘) indicate 
values and domains from the non-standard semantics of Table 3. The existence 
and inclusivity (also known as ‘directed-completeness’ or ‘admissibility for fixed- 
point induction’) of these recursively-defined predicates (and others to be defined 
later) may be established using the methods of Milne [9, lo] and Reynolds [ 111; 
see also Stoy [ 161. 
Theorem 1. For all P, ti and ti, erws(ti, ti) =+ derit, {@[Pjjti, @[PIti). 
The proof is a straightforward structural induction over the language, with 
subsidiary fixed-point inductions for the Y operator and the while loop. 
In subsequent sections only the non-standard semantics will be used, and therefore 
accents will be omitted. 
4. Unreachable locations 
Our approach to the semantics of interference control avoids having to deal with 
state sequences and interleaving [ 131. If a location is unreachable from some 
program phrase, then it cannot be a ‘channel of interference’ for that pkase. The 
following predicates will be used to test whether a location 1 is unreachable in, 
respectively, an environment II, a denotable value d, or an expressWe value e : 
I#d =d?E+I#(dIE), 
d = (z, u) + I# u, 
true, 
I#P =e?L+If(eIL), 
e?Cv-*Z#(e~U), 
e =(q,u)4#14, 
true. 
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Table 3. 
Non-standard semantics. 
Domains 
psP=QxU procedures 
q E Q = U + D + D procedure code 
BED=E+W denotable 4ues 
::.cW=ZxU thunks 
risZ=U-+S+A thunk code 
Auxiliary functions 
apply :P+D+D 
apply@, uM&=q(uNd) 
eval :D+S+A 
ecalid)(s) = (d = iz, 11) + z (u l(s), d 1 E) 
dercf:D+S+A 
deref(d)(s)=a?L-*s(a),a wherea =mal(d)(s) 
rend : Phrase + U + U 
rend[P](u)iIj = (I is free in P! + u[I], urldefined 
Valuation functions 
P:Phrase+U+D 
S : Phrase -+ Z 
.‘P[new I.Pjrc = (q, rend[new l.Plrc) 
where q(u j(d) = tz. u) 
where z(u)(~‘)=(a~?R& (7 -~?S)+fr,[l:= unused], war 
where a2 = eval(~UPn(u[I:~Il),(s’[l:=aIl) 
where a I = dcwf(ti)(s) and I is any location such that s(l) = wmstd 
3[(1,:P*;‘*‘* ,In:P,,)!~c = arid[Il :=3[P,jjrr] * . . [I,,:-#[P,Ju1 
-._~-_---____~ -____- __._ -_. _.-__ - -_____ _-.___ __.._ - .- -- - ---- - 
We use the symbol # to denote these predicates (and others to be defined later) 
because they are the semantic counterparts of the syntactic predicates defined by 
Reynolds. 
Proposition 2. For dl P, 14 cud I, 1 # u =+ I # :~[P~IL 
Proof. The proof easily follows hy structural induction. 
WC xc’ 1101~ :lt~lt~ to vtxit) sonic iml,ort;tnt ‘Al .C ;( )I MMikc’ prtqxrtit3 of t hc 
f:mgu:tge. These art’ txpresscd in terms of the predicates on domains U, U XS. D, 
E, Q and 2, respectively, defined in Table 5. Theorem 2 helow will show that all 
semantic entities arising during the execution of any program in Reynolds’s language 
will satisfy these predicates. The most significant constraints are the conditions 
when &I ‘? E, 
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For all of the remaining forms of phrase, 
!?(Plu = WqPD, rertd[Pju 1 
where 
Y[Ijus = uUI~?D~euaf(uuI~)(s), error 
\4p[P1(P2)]us = a ?P-+eoal(appl~(a)(~UPzRu))(s), error 
where a = eoaf (9UPIju MS ) 
$$mactfon]us = s 
9qPI := P&s =(a,?L&a~?R)-,s[al:=azl,er~or 
where u 1 = eual(SPIPl]u )(s 1 and a2 = deref (B(fP_& )(s 1 
Y(IP, ; P&4s =(a,?!$& u~?S)+u~, error 
where uz = eual(S’[Pz]u )(a 11 S) 
where aI = euul(9)[PJu j(s) 
Y’uwhile PI do P&s = ema fix (g )Ms ) 
where g(d) = (2, rem& .vhile PI do P&4) 
where r(u)(s) = al + (a2 ?S-, euul(d)(a& error), s 
where a l = ci4ref(sP//P1lu)(s) and a2 = eval@[PJu j(s) 
9’Uif P,, then PI else P&s = a + evul(9~Plju )(s ), et,al(pljP&t Hs 1 
where a = deref @I[P& )is ) 
Y[P.I]us = (a ?Cv & aUIn?D)~eual(anIa)(s), error 
where u = eual( 9UPju j(s) 
9[YcP#ts = a ?P~euulCfix(apply(a)))(s), error 
where u = ecal($‘[Pjtc MS) 
-- 
-- 
ii, lifI~/ ri,, 
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Table 5. 
Semantic predicates. 
env(u)=VI.(u~I~?D~den(uI[IDID)) 
srute(u, S) = eno(u) & Vl.(s(f) = unused 3: # u 1 
den(d!=d?E+exp(dIE), 
d y= (z, u)+tcode(z) & em(u), true 
exp(e)=e?Cv-,enu(eIU), 
e = (q, u)+gcode(q) & em(u), me 
pcode(q) =ttu,d.em(u) & den(d) *den(d’) &VI.(I # u & I #d *I#d’) 
where d’ = q(u )(d) 
= Vu, s.sfafe (u, s ) 
+a‘?E+exp(a]E)&VI.(f #u +I#(alE)), 
a?S-,stufe(u,u~S)&VI.(I#u~(u~S)(f)=s(l)~,1r~~e 
where a = z(u)(s) 
and 
VW # u * (a IS,(l) = s(Z)) when Q ? S 
in the definition of tcode. They state that if a location is updateable in an environment 
or reachable in any value expressible in an environment, then the location must 
already be reachable in that environment. Another important property (in the 
definition of state) is that a reachable location cannot contain ruwed; that is, 
‘dangling references’ are not possible. 
Theorem 2. For all P arld u, env(u) ~dct~ (;‘P[P~u 1. 
Lemma. For all P, 
where z (u ) = eval(,Y[PClc ). 
Proof of Ihe lemma. To prove the lemma, consider any 14 and s such that statcfrc, s 1, 
and let a = Z(I4 J(s). 
If 9[Plu ?E, then a = 9[Pj/~ IE by the definition of ecal. But the assumed 
property of SUPlu implies that esp(a 1 E), and V/.(1 # 11 =+ I# (a 1 E)) by Proposition 
2, and so fcode(r ). 
If ~[PIo = (z’, u’), then (2 = z’ (u’)(s). By the assumed property of 9[Plrl, 
tcode(z’) & WJ(U’), and, by Proposition 2, VL(I # 14 =$ I * II’). Thus s~e(rc’, s), 
and it follows, that [code (t ). This completes the proof of the kmma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The theorem may be proved by structural induction. 
Case A I.P. Suppose etjtl(u) and let z0 = rend[AI.Pju. Then Ed and to com- 
plete a proof of exp(.Y[h I.P]u ), we must show that pcode(q) where q(rt j(d) = 
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SP[Pjj(u[I.=d])=d’. Suppose entl(u) and den(d). Then enu(u[I:=d]). By the 
induction hypothesis on P, den (d’), and, by Proposition 2, VZ.(Z # u[I := d] + I # 8). 
Thus,VI.(I~u&Z#d=+Z#d’)andsopcode(q). 
Case new I.P. The proof is similar to that for ALP, except that we must show 
Icode (2 ), where 
z(u)(s)=(u~?R&~~?S)-a#:=unused], error 
where 422 = e&(P[Pl(u[I := I])(s[l := 4 11) 
where a I= deref(d)(s) and I = new(s). 
Suppose state (u, s ), aI ? R and a2 ? S. Then sfate(u[I := I], s[l := a J). By induction 
and the lemma, stute(u[I := I], a~) and 
Vf’.(I’ # u[I := I] * a#‘) = s[l := a,](f’)). 
But then stcste(u, a# := unused]) and 
Vl’.(l’ # 14 --r, a?[! := rrnused](l’) = NJ), 
and so tcode(z ). 
Case PI(P2). It is sufficient to show rcode(Y’[P1(Pz)Db. Suppose state (u, s) and 
let d = @[P&I. By induction and Proposition 2 we know that den (d) and W.(/ # 
z( + I #d). Suppose eval(9[Plju)(s) = (4. 11’). Then, by induction and Proposition 
3 pcode(q) & erro(u’), and VZ.(I # 14 1 I # u’). By the definition of pcode, derz(d’) -.
and Vl.(l # A’ & I #d =+ I #d’) for d’= q(u’)(d). Then, by a proof similar to that 
of the lemma, it can be showr, that tcode(9’[PI(P& 
COW k’( 1% Suppose state( u. s) and ecal( 9[jPl] 14 )( s)?P. Then fixed-point 
induction nay be used to show den(d) & VW # II 3 I # d) for d = 
fis (ap&(Pval(9[Pljrr )(s 1)). 
The remaining cases are straightforward. 
5. Three principles of interference control 
Reynolds describes his first principle as requiring all ‘channels of interference’ 
to be named by identifiers. It may be proved that the illustrative language under 
consideration has this property by using the following obvious corollary of Proposi- 
tion 2. 
Corollary. If. fnr trll I frtv in P, I # ii[lI], thrri 1 # 9iP/j14. 
That iq. if a lcxxtion i\ reachable in the meaning of a phrase in some environment. 
then it must be reachable via some free identifier of the phrase. If we define 
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then we can prove 
if VI1 free in PI, 12 free in Pz. u[IIJ # u~I,J, 
TO show this, suppose that u[I r]1# u[Iz] for all Ii free in PI and all 12 free in Pz, 
but that, contrary to the above, there is a location f reachable in both SI[P& and 
9[P&. Then, by the above corollary, there are identifiers Ii and 12 free in Pi and 
P2 respectively such that I is reachable in both u[I,n and u[I& But this is a 
contradiction, and so 9[Pr]u # 9[P&. 
The second principle requires any channel of interference to be fkqrde/y named 
in any context where it is used. This disallows aliasing of channels of interference, 
including ‘higher-order’ aliasing involving procedure names. To achieve this for 
the illustrative language, Reynolds suggested the following syntactical constraints: 
(i) For any phrase of the form P1(P2), no identifier may be free in both PI 
and Pz. 
(ii) For any phrase of the form Y(P), the sub-phrase P may not have any free 
identifiers. 
To verify that these restrictions are sufficient, Theorem 2 may be proved with two 
of the predicates re-defined as follows: 
&VI, z Il,.r4uI,n 1 D #an I D. 
ycode (q ) = Vu,d.eno (II ) & dert (d ) & d # 14 
where we define 
d # zc = Vl.(i #ii v I # II ). 
The additional constraints specifv that channels of interferences are uniquely named 
in any environment, and that prosedures do not interfere with their arguments. 
For the case A1.P we must prove that yc*odt~(q), where q(ll)~d)=3UPnllc[I:=d]). 
We may assume d # II as well as ent1(11) and den(d), so that o~rr[I :+I), and the 
renraindler of the proof can proceed as before. 
For the case P,(P?), suppose state(N, s), and let (q, 14’) = ~4(#[P& )(s 1 and 
tf = 9[P&. WC will prove by contradiction that ~1 tt H’. Suppose that 1 is reachable 
both in d and in 11’. Then, by the above corollary, there are identifiers Ii and 1~ 
free in P1 and P2 respectively, such that ! is reachable in rd[Irlj and in u[I& But 
em(u) requires that I1 = I?, and this violates the first syntactic constraint. So, d * 14’. 
and the remainder of the proof q-xn proceed as before. 
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For the case Y(P), the second syntactic constraint ensures that Vl.1 # u’, where 
(q, u’) = eoaf(@[Pllc)(s) 1 P, allogring a proof by fixed-point induction that den (d) 
& VI.1 #d for d =fix(q(u’)). 
The third principle of interference control suggested by Reynolds is to take into 
account that certain identifier occurrences are passire (called ‘expression-like’ in 
[ 13)) and cannot cause interference. To model the distinction between active and 
inactive identifier occurrences, we add a Boolean ‘tag’ to each denoted value in an 
environment: 
td E U = Ide + [(D x T) + {unnefirzed}] environments. 
The tag for an identifier is tme when all uses of the identifier in that environment 
are in phrases of passive type (as defined in [ 12]), and so cannot cause interference. 
(An example of an active occurrence of an identifier is as the left-hand side of an 
assignment.) The semantic description of Table 3 may easily be modified to include 
these tags. The following predicates may then be defined to test whether a location 
I is inactice in, respectively, an environment cl, a denoted value d, or an expressed 
value (a :
Stronger versions of Proposition 2 and Theorem 2 may be then be proved, and by 
re-defining 
ti, *&=Vf.[IIkLi, \IWc&r& (I#&vMd,)] 
it may bc verified that the weaker syntactic constraints described by Reynolds are 
sutficient to ensure the correctness of the more complex definition of PI # I%. 
6. Discussion 
b In this paper wt: 
language, verified 
it to justify three 
These techniques 
have defined a non-standard’ semantic model for an illustrative 
that it is congruent with a ‘standard’ semantic model, and used 
principles of interference control described by Reynolds [12]. 
are applicable to other languages with an 'ALMIL 60-l&e 
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approach to storage management. For example, jumps can be modelled using 
continuation semantics as usual [17, 4, 161, but exits from blocks or procedures 
must de-allocate local storage. 
An important problem that has not yet been solved is to verify the following 
implementation suggestion [ 121: 
When an expression is a single parameter to a procedure, as 
opposed to a component of a collection which is a parameter, 
then its repeated evaluation within the procedure must yield the 
same value (though non-termination is still possible). This sug- 
gests a possible application of the idea of ‘lazy evaluation’ [6,3]. 
It would appear that no rigorous proof has ever been published for the correctness 
of implementing call-by-name by call-by-need (the term originally used by 
Wadsworth [18] for ‘lazy evaluation’), even in a language with no assignments 
at all. It should be possible to adapt such a proof to apply to the language dis- 
cussed here. 
It would also be desirable if the results proved here could be verified more 
directly. Reynolds [14] has recently outlined a form of denotational semantics for 
which the ‘AI.c;oL_ 60-like’ properties of a language are immediately apparent from 
the form of its description. In this paper these properties were proved in Proposition 
2 and Theorem 2. It would be interesting to see whether more economical proofs 
of the results in Section 5 can be obtained by adopting a form of semantic description 
even more closely tailored to the properties of ALGOL 6%like languages. 
Another possibility for simplification (suggested by Milne) would be to rep&e 
the recursively-defined predicates used to express the various versions of Theorem 
2 by appropriate retracts of the semantic domains. This would make it feasible to 
develop proofs of similar results within LCF [S]. 
Finally, it is possible that the location-unreachability semantics for # used here 
is applicable to validation of proof rules in ‘specification logic’ [13, IS]. It is easy 
to prove the following converse of Proposition 2: For all P, ~4 and 1, I # @[PRO * I # 
~nJ[Plu, and similarly with P replacing # . These facts should make it possible 
to validate the ‘questionable’ rule of non-interference composition [ 1 S]. However, 
beta reduction may reduce location reachability, and so some restriction 01; the 
use of either beta conversion or the rule of Inference by Equivalence is required 
to prevent inconsistency. For example, it should not be possible to infer 
(hk.noaction)(k 1 #k from noaction # k. 
Appendix A. Summary of semantic notation 
A. 1. Setnmtic tiotnaitts 
ca) S-ES--- indicates Ithnt s (possibly with subscripts or primes) is a meta-variable 
over stores. 
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(bl Four domain constructions are used: 
(9 . l } flat domain, 
+ coalesced sum, 
x Cartesian product, 
-+ continuous-function space. 
A.2. Semantic functions 
(a) ForeEE=-+I,+-, 
1 ife= I, 
e?L= true if e has been injected into E from L, 
fl a se otherwise. 
(b) e 1 L is the projection of e into L; if e ? L = false, then e [L = I. Explicit injections 
(and projections when no confusion can arise) are omitted. 
ifa=I, 
if a ?T = false, 
if a IT= true, 
if a IT= false. 
(d) u[I :=d] is th f e unction that is like u except that it maps I into d. 
(e) Double brackets ‘1’ and ‘1’ enclose syntactic operands. 
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